This paper is the rst in a series whose objective is to study notions of large sets in the context of formal theories of constructivity. The two theories considered are Aczel's constructive set theory (CZF) and Martin-L of's intuitionistic theory of types.
Prefatory and historical remarks
The paper is organized as follows: After recalling Mahlo's -numbers and relating the history of universes in Martin-L of type theory in section 1, we study notions of inaccessibility in the context of Aczel's constructive set theory CZF. Section 2 also introduces the intuitionistic set theory CZF , an extension of CZF, which asserts the existence of inaccessible sets of all trans nite orders, thereby capturing Mahlo's -hierarchy.
In a series of papers 2, 3, 4], Aczel gave constructive interpretations of CZF and various extensions in Martin-L of's intuitionistic type theory. In a similar vein we vindicate the constructiveness of CZF by interpreting it in type theory. However, none of the Martin-L of type theories with universes that have been proposed up till now su ces for this task. Therefore we introduce a new system, MLQ, of type theory in section 3. MLQ is well in keeping with the spirit of Martin-L of type theory as an open ended system. While previous extensions were mainly the result of adding new set constructors to existing formalizations, MLQ internalizes this process by allowing for the generation of sets (of codes) of set constructors. The new type of MLQ that brings about the interpretation of CZF is a universe M which is simultaneously generated with a set Q of (codes for) set constructors under which it is going to be closed. Acknowledgements. The authors thank Per Martin-L of for several weeks of discussions which contributed to and inspired the results reported here. In fact, it was Martin-L of who suggested some years ago that Mahlo's original papers on the -and -numbers might be signi cant for developing constructive notions of large sets. We are greatful to Peter Aczel for comments and improvements on CZF . Discussions with Peter Dybjer are appreciated for clarifying the relation between his general notion of simultaneous inductive-recursive de nitions (cf. 5]) and the rules of MLQ.
Mahlo's -numbers
In a paper from 1911 Mahlo 9] investigated two hierarchies of regular cardinals. In view of its early appearance this work is astounding for its re nement and its audacity in venturing into the higher in nite. Mahlo called the cardinals considered in the rst hierarchy -numbers. In modern terminology they are spelled out as follows: is 0-weakly inaccessible i is regular; is ( + 1)-weakly inaccessible i is a regular limit of -weakly inaccessibles is -weakly inaccessible i is -weakly inaccessible for every < for limit ordinals . This hierarchy could be extended through diagonalization, by taking next the cardinals such that is -weakly inaccessible and after that choosing regular limits of the previous kind etc.
Mahlo also discerned a second hierarchy which is generated by a principle superior to taking regular xed-points. Its starting point is the class of 0 -numbers which later came to be called weakly Mahlo cardinals. Weakly Mahlo cardinals are larger than any of those that can be obtained by the above processes from below. Remarkably, Gaifman 8] showed that in a mathematically precise sense a weakly Mahlo cardinal is the least upper bound of diagonalizing the regular xed-point operation from below.
A brief history of universes
Martin-L of, in 1975 10] and in his 1984 monograph 11] on an intuitionistic theory of types, gave a framework for a theory of constructive types or sets. Aside from the set formation principles of generalised Cartesian product and in nite disjoint union, he adds two set constructions of considerable proof-theoretic strength. The rst takes a family of sets indexed by a set and constructs the set of trees all of whose branchings are members of that family, the so-called well-ordering type or W-type. The idea of the second is to de ne a universe as the least set closed under certain speci ed set forming operations. In 10, 11] Martin-L of only considers an in nite tower of universes U 0 2 U 1 2 2 U n 2 : : : all of which are closed under the same ensemble of set forming operations. The next natural step was to implement a universe operator into type theory which takes a family of sets and constructs a universe above it. Such a universe operator was formalized by Palmgren while working on a domain-theoretic interpretation of the logical framework with an in nite sequence of universes (cf. 15] ). Aiming at extensions of type theory with more powerful axioms, Martin-L of then suggested nding axioms for a universe V which itself is closed under the universe operator. The type-theoretic formalization of the pertinent rules appeared rst in 16] and are, in their nal form, due to Palmgren 14] , where the universe was referred to as a superuniverse for intuitionistic type theory.
Let ML n denote the system with n universes but without the W-type. The rst indication of the proof-theoretic strength of type theory with universes came with P.
Aczel's proof (cf. 1]) that the proof-theoretic ordinal of ML 1 is ' " 0 0. Feferman 6] then proved Hancock's Conjecture about the strength of the theories ML n for general n. As a result (independently proved by Aczel), ML <! := S n<! ML n has the strength of rami ed analysis or the ordinal ? 0 . Later Rathjen 21] and Setzer 22] 
The set U(S(a);(x)S(b)) is described separately by a module of rules. Given an arbitrary family of sets (A; (x)B) these rules state that U(A;(x)B) and (v)T(A; (x)B; v) give the Tarski formulation of a universe re ecting product, disjoint union and W-type construction while containing the set A and all of the sets B(x) for x in A.
We may then take the family (V; S) as a basis for a new universe and repeating this process obtain universes V n . This process itself can be summarized as a module of rules parameterized by an arbitrary family of sets giving a new operator, a superuniverse operator. One may then form a super superuniverse closed under the superuniverse operator.
Each step gives rise to successively stronger operators. For each such one can use Wtypes and their elimination rules to obtain the th superuniverse of order n, where is an element in a W-type. Let V n; denote this universe.
Already here there is, at least informally, an analogy with Mahlo's -numbers. The essence of the fundamental step in giving a new universe operator is collecting a set constructors de ned thus far and asserting the existence of a universe closed under each constructor in this collection. The di culty in extending the V n; 's mentioned above is internalizing the process of going from V n; to the operator that is used to de ne V n+1; . Nonetheless Mahlo's -numbers are objects de ned within the classical theory of sets. An important component of our understanding of these objects in a constructive setting is an extension by new axioms of P. Aczel's theory of constructive sets CZF. There axioms are formulated much as they are classically, while the underlying logic is intuitionistic.
The approach we take is to interpret the theorems of CZF as propositions in the theory of types, while showing that augmenting this version of CZF by the law of the excluded middle results in the classical theory of Mahlo's -numbers.
2 Large sets in constructive set theory Analogues or constructivized versions of large cardinals have emerged in generalized recursion theory (in the shape of recursively large ordinals) and in ordinal representation systems used in proof theory (cf. 20] In the context of ZFC we have that V is regular i is a regular cardinal. The analogy between admissible sets and regular sets is drawn by restricting the class of relations (or functions) to the A-recursive ones. In contradistinction to the latter approach we suggest a study of regularity such that the only changes being made take place in the surrounding environment. 2 The particular environment will be Aczel's constructive set theory, CZF.
The latter theory is due to Aczel (cf. 2, 3, 4]) and extends Myhill's constructive set theory CST (cf. 12]) which grew out of endeavours to discover a (simple) formalism that relates to Bishop's constructive mathematics as ZFC relates to classical Cantorian mathematics. The novel ideas were to replace Powerset by the (classically equivalent) Exponentiation Axiom and to discard full Comprehension while retaining full Collection.
Aczel extended CST to CZF and corroborated the constructiveness of the latter theory by interpreting it in Martin-L of's intuitionistic type theory (cf. 11]).
The system CZF
In this subsection we will summarize the language and axioms for Aczel's constructive set theory or CZF. The language of CZF is the rst order language of ZF whose only non-logical symbol is 2. The logic of CZF is intuitionistic rst order logic with equality.
Among its non-logical axioms are Extensionality, Pairing and Union in their usual forms. CZF has additionally axiom schemata which we will now proceed to summarize. Restricted Separation:
for all restricted formulae . A set-theoretic formula is restricted if it is constructed from prime formulae using :;^; _; !; 8x 2 y and 9x 2 y only. 1 In particular, if R : a ! A is a function, then the image of R is an element of A. 2 Feferman 7] is in a similar vein, but undertakes a di erent approach.
Strong Collection: For all formulae , 8a h 8x 2 a9y (x; y) ! 9b 8x 2 a 9y 2 b (x; y)^8y 2 As C is full, we nd w 2 C with w v. Consequently, 8x 2 A9y 2 ran(w) (x; y; u) and 8y 2 ran(w)9x2A (x; y; u), where ran(w) := fv : 9z hz; vi 2 wg.
Whence D := fran(w) : w 2 Cg witnesses the truth of the instance of Subset Collection pertaining to .
(ii) Let C be full in mv( A B). If now f 2 A B, then 9R 2 C R f. But then R = f. To stay in the world of CZF one has to keep away from any principles that imply TND. Moreover, it is fair to say that CZF is such an interesting theory owing to the non-derivability of Powerset and Separation. Therefore one ought to avoid any principles which imply Powerset or Separation.
In what follows we shall investigate largeness notions corresponding to inaccessibility.
Inaccessibility
Let Reg(A) be the statement that A is a regular set (cf. De nition 2.1). The next axiom states that the universe is a union of regular sets.
Regular Extension Axiom (REA)
De nition 2.5 A set I is set-inaccessible if Reg(I), 8x 2 I 9y 2 I x y^Reg(y)], and I is a model of CZF, i.e. the structure hI ; 2 (I I)i is a model of CZF. 3 Let inac(I ) denote the assertion that I is set-inaccessible.
Since Restricted Separation is an in nite schema of axioms one might wonder how the notion of set-inaccessibility is actually formalized in CZF. One way to do this is by formalizing satisfaction for restricted formulae in CZF. A probably simpler way consists in noticing that the schema can be replaced by a nite number of special cases (cf. 12], Appendix A).
Recall that (in ZFC) a cardinal is strongly inaccessible if is regular and a strong limit, i.e. 8 < (2 < ), where 2 means cardinal exponentiation.
The aim of the above de nition of inaccessibility is to capture as much as possible of the classical notion of a strongly inaccessible cardinal. In particular, when arguing in ZFC, set-inaccessibility of V should imply that is a strongly inaccessible cardinal. To this end we included the following property in the original de nition of set-inaccessibility:
(A) 8A; B 2 I 9C 2 I \C is full in mv( A B)".
However, Peter Aczel has pointed out to us that (A) is redundant. The point is that the regularity condition can be used to get (A) from validity of Fullness in I. Lemma 2.6 (Aczel) (CZF) If I is set-inaccessible, then for all A; B 2 I there exists C 2 I such that C is full in mv( A B).
Proof: Let The preceding lemma shows that the notion of being -set-inaccessible is closely related to Mahlo's -numbers. To state this precisely, we recall the notion of being -strongly inaccessible (for ordinals and cardinals ) which is de ned as -weak inaccessibility except that is also required to be a strong limit, i.e. 8 < (2 < ).
Corollary 2.12 (ZF) Let Z = V be set-inaccessible.
(i) If Z is -set-inaccessible, then is -weakly inaccessible.
(ii) (ZFC) is -strongly inaccessible i V is -set-inaccessible.
A type-theoretic universe for -numbers
The formalisation of universes for intuitionistic type theory we use in this section is that referred to as the Tarski formulation in Martin-L of's monograph 11]. It involves the simultaneous de nition of a universe U and of a mapping T which, given an element of U, produces the set coded by that element. The codes are built up using codes for ground sets as well as codes for the set constructors. The mapping T on codes for ground sets gives them as its values and on codes for constructors applied to other codes produces those constructors applied to corresponding sets. Thus U together with T give a family of sets. This family of sets can then be taken as the ground sets of a second universe in a similar fashion. The de nition of the n th universe constructed in this way was given by Martin-L of (cf. 10, 11]).
It is essential for the results here and forthcoming extensions of them that one consider the simultaneous generation of a universe of (codes for) sets and (codes for) functionals or quanti ers of nite (dependent) type over that universe. For this and other purposes Martin-L of has formalized a nite dependent type structure referred to as the logical framework.
Types in the logical framework
The logical framework, LF, is a nite dependent type structure over a collection of ground types. The only ground types we will be concerned with here are Set and the type of elements, b A, for sets A. The logical framework's elementary statements are the judgements that something is a type, that two given types are equal, that some object is of a given type, and that two objects the same objects of a given type. For each A such that we have made the judgement A Set in constructive set theory we have in the logical framework the judgement A : Set. The notation used for the four judgement forms of LF is: type, = type, a : , and a = b : , which are read is a type, the types and are identical, a is of type , a and b are identical objects of type , respectively. In the logical framework every set A, i. . 4 The judgements within brackets are the discharged assumptions.
In addition to these rules there are rules corresponding to -and -conversion giving equalities at the level of objects and types. For more details on the logical framework we refer to the book 13], Part III or 17], chapter 8.
Instead of f(a 1 )(a 2 ) : : : (a n ) we shall often write f(a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ). When does not depend on x, we sometimes emphasize this by writing ( ) or ! instead of (x : ) . The di erence between the notations A and b A will be neglected. We shall continue to use a 2 A (as in the theory of constructive sets) instead of a : b A.
A universe operator
Let K be the type of functors which take a set A together with family of sets B : A ! Set over A and produce a set (A; B). We shall refer to K as the type of quanti ers. Expressed in the language of the logical framework K is the type (X : Set)((X)Set)Set.
In this subsection we introduce a new universe operator U in analogy with the original universe operator mentioned at the outset of this section. Given ve types of the shapes A : Set B : (x 2 A)Set 
U(P)-formation
The typing of U and T is spelled out in the introduction rules. Let A abbreviate the standing assumptions of (3). We shall use the abbreviation P := C; F; G; A; B:
A U(P) : Set A z 2 U(P) T(P;z) : Set .
U(P)-introduction
We refrain from repeating the standard introduction rules for universes. That A; C; B(a)
are in U(P) (though only via codes) is expressed by:
A a 2 A T(P;|(P;a)) = B(a) : Set . Thus ?(P) and (A) are the respective codes for C and A in U(P). |(P; a) (for a 2 A) provides a code for B(a) in U(P).
It remains to assert closure under the quanti ers F(e) for e 2 C. This is done by introducing two new constants ] and y with the following rules:
A e 2 C a 2 U(P) b 2 U(P) y 2 T(P;a)] ] (P; e; a; (y)b) 2 U(P) A e 2 C a 2 U(P) b 2 U(P) y 2 T(P;a)] c 2 T(P;](P;e;a;(y)b)) y (P; e; a; (y)b; c) 2 U(P) A e 2 C a 2 U(P) b 2 U(P) y 2 T(P;a)] T(P;](P;e;a;(y)b)) = F(e)(T(P; a); (y)T(P; b)) : Set A e 2 C a 2 U(P) b 2 U(P) y 2 T(P;a)] c 2 T(P;](P;e;a;(y)b)) T(P;y(P;e;a;(y)b;c)) = G(e)(T(P; a); (y)T(P; b); c) : Set :
The impact of the last four rules is that (modulo coding) the universe created by the quanti er F(e) applied to (T(P; a); (y)T(P; b)) is a subuniverse of U(P); ] (P; e; a; (y)b) provides a code for F(e)(T(P; a); (y)T(P; b)) in U(P) while (x)y (P; e; a; (y)b; x) injects codes for elements of F(e)(T(P; a); (y)T(P; b)) into U(P).
A type-theoretic universe with the strength of CZF
We shall introduce a type theory MLQ, an extension of Martin-L of's 1984 type theory, with the help of which we show the constructiveness of CZF . The universe operator U of the previous section falls short of achieving this goal. To obtain a universe of sets for type theory which allows for an interpretation of CZF we need to introduce a universe M (closed under U) jointly with a set Q of codes for constructors by simultaneous induction (as well as their decoding mappings in the Tarski formulation of universes). M will be the re ection of the type of sets (or set formation) while Q will be a re ection of the type of quanti ers, K. S, F and G will denote their respective decoding functions. The pertinent rules are:
The introduction rules for M include the usual ones for ground sets and closure under the usual set constructors (including the formation of W-types) together with: To demonstrate the potential of MLQ, we shall show how to build the superuniverses of 16, 14] . Let N 0 and N 1 be the empty set and the one element set, respectively. Let n 0 and n 1 be their respective codes in M. Set f := u(n 0 ; (y)R 0 ((x)Q; y)). Then f 2 Q. 
Proof: See Above we used a sloppy notation which ignores the di erence between codes and sets.
The de nition of h (A;f) requires that M (A;f) is a subuniverse of M. This is the case only via the injection`. Thus, on the right hand side of (6), a ought to be`( ( ); A; f; a).
However, we think that identi cations help the presentation and trust that the reader can always restore the o cial language of MLQ. hypothesis (i.h.) for (iii), we get h (A;f) (x) _ = h (A;f) (ỹ(u)). As h (A;f) (ỹ(u)) _ 2 h (A;f) (y), it follows h (A;f) (x) _ 2 h (A;f) (y). Conversely, assume h (A;f) (x) _ 2 h (A;f) (y). Then h (A;f) (x) _ = h (A;f) (ỹ(u)) for some u 2 y.
Using the i.h. for (iii), one gets x _ = (A;f)ỹ (u), hence x _ 2 (A;f) y.
The proof of (iii) is similar. By the last theorem we also know that MLQ has at least the proof-theoretic strength of CZF . In point of fact, MLQ is slightly stronger than CZF . Using techniques from 21], the exact proof-theoretic strength of CZF can be expressed in terms of the ordinal representation system expounded in Rathjen 18] , namely jCZF j = 1 (" M (0)+1 ); where jT j signi es the proof-theoretic ordinal of a theory T. Let be a notation for the least inaccessible above M (0). Regarding MLQ we can show 1 ( M (0)+! ) jMLQj 1 (" +1 ):
In particular, MLQ is proof-theoretically weaker than the classical theory KPM (introduced in Rathjen 19] ) which formalizes a recursively Mahlo universe of sets.
Comments and extensions
The functional U(P) studied in the second section of this paper can be generalised to all nite types giving the closure conditions of higher type quanti ers. In a sequel we will study a universe of sets brought about by carrying out its de nition while also re ecting (de ning sets of codes for) quanti ers of all nite types in the sense of the logical framework. There we intend to show that intuitionistic type theory extended by the universe of sets so constructed has the proof-theoretic strength of the theory KPM introduced in 18], i.e., Kripke-Platek set theory extended by a recursive Mahlo rule. We have shown that an extension of CZF by an axiom schema asserting that the universe is Mahlo has the same strength as KPM. Thus, if the above delineated approach turns out to be successful, we will have shown that that extension of type theory is a constructive analogue of Mahlo's least -number 0;0 .
Another route of formalizing Mahloness in type theory has been taken by Setzer in 23] . The main di erence to the approach presented here seems to be that 23] does not focuss on a constructive explication but rather postulates the Mahloness of the universe, thereby taking this notion as a point of departure.
